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Biopsychosocial	model	of	pain	and	disability	
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Why do prac((oners’ ‘duck’ the psychosocial?

• Overwhelming-	can’t	deal	with	all	the	chaos	at	once.	
•  Feel	under-skilled,	untrained.	
•  ‘Not	my	remit’	
• Not	acceptable	to	paGents	
• Don’t	buy	the	model	
• Common	myths	



Myth	number	1	
	
	
	
Get	rid	of	the	pain	
and	
all	the	other	‘issues’	will	resolve	themselves.	
	



‘Removing’	the	pain	

	

	Early	stages	
					

•  SomeGmes,	reduced	pain	
(with	or	without	
intervenGons)	is	a	
reinforcement	to	unhelpful	
behaviours	and	beliefs.	

•  Psychological	‘risk’	factors	
will	conGnue	to	present	a	
health	risk-	beyond	back	
pain.	

Later	stages	

•  Unlikely	at	chronic	stages	
•  Insufficient	to	impact	on	
entrenched	behaviours	/	
cogniGons	/	emoGons	

•  So	meaningful	changes	to	
overall	health	/	funcGon	/	
healthcare	uGlizaGon,	cost	
are	likely	to	be	limited	(as	
evident	in	trials).	



Example: Taking into account pa(ent’s goals

• Who	I	might	be	in	future	dictates	my	choices	today	
•  Lots	of	conflicGng	daily	choices	to	make	leading	to	different	futures	
• But	people	in	pain	

•  Have	less	choices	
•  Find	it	tougher	to	make	decisions	
•  Might	have	unrealisGc	goals:	Cure,	sleep,	energy…	
	



Value-led goals

‘walk	200	steps’	
	

‘walk	(200	steps)	to	the	park	with	
your	grandchildren’	

I	Can	walk	
200	steps	
despite	my	

pain	

I	can	be	part	of	
my	

grandchildren’s	
lives	



Myth	number	2	
	
	
	
If	I	haven’t	trained	to	deliver	psychological	
intervenCons,	
I	shouldn’t	be	doing	psychology	
	



Possible	structure	

	Screening	and	matching	to	individuals	

•  Small	teams	(duos?)	
•  Frequent	interacCon	
•  Working	from	the	same	theory	/	
philosophy	

•  With	shared	goals	
•  Linked	training	
•  Linked	supervision	
	
	

Stepped	care	

•  Pyramid	structure	of	experCse	

•  Referral	is	key	(Cming,	appropriate	level)	



Keeping a sensible approach

• Developing	skills	to	elicit	paGents	concerns,	idenGfy	psychological	
issues	

• Developing	a	repertoire	to	address	some	of	these	needs	within	the	
consultaGon	

• Developing	a	clear	sense	of	skill	limitaGon	and	need	for	referral	
	



Example: dealing with 
depression / distress



• How	to	disGnguish	normal	‘distress’	and	low	mood	from	‘pervasive	
and	major	depression’	is	the	key.	

•  It	has	implicaGons	for	treatment:	
•  TreaGng	the	mood	of	part	of	the	pain	problem	

•  Yourself	
•  In	team	
•  Through	referral	to	PMP	etc.	

•  TreaGng	the	mood	as	a	separate	independent	health	problem.	
•  Refer	or	advise	consultaGon	



Appropriate Distress 

Loss 
Justified anxiety about the future 

Recognising problems 
Change 

Adjustment 

“It just breaks my heart that I can’t run anymore…” 

“I honestly don’t know how we’re going to manage financially” 

Acknowledge Discuss Problem solving 



Unhelpful Distress 

Magnification 

Generalisation 

Non-specific anger and resistance to help 

“My whole life is destroyed and no-body seems to care” 

“yes, BUT…” 



Depression 
Self-hate 
Guilt 
Shame 

Hopelessness 
Helplessness 

“It’s all my fault, I always ruin everything…” 

“I’m just so useless, there’s no point trying…” 

Refer to Clinical Psychologist or Psychiatrist 

Gently explore suicidal / self-harm tendencies 

Extreme  





Myth	number	3	
	
	
	
As	long	as	I	know	what’s	going	on,	it	doesn’t	maber	
if	my	paGents	don’t	quite	get	it	
because	
I	reassure	paGents	and	make	sure	they	can	trust	me	
	



Example 3: Miscommunica(on



Misunderstanding / misinterpre(ng common 
terminology
• PosiGve/negaGve	findings	
• Diet	
•  Signs	of	empathy	as	expressions	of	concern	
•  Idiopathic-	Something	very	stupid	



Myth	number	4	
	
	
	
PaGents	might	have	psychological	baggage	which	
can	get	in	the	way	of	effecGve	treatment,	but	
	
I	am	an	objecGve	raGonal	highly	trained	professional	



Clinicians beliefs, and their 
associa(on with behaviour





Systema(c review of clinicians’ beliefs

Seventeen	studies	from	eight	countries	which	invesCgated		
the	aRtudes	and	beliefs	of	

	

√	

Darlow	et	al.,	2011	Eur	J	of	Pain	

general	pracCConers		
physiotherapists	
chiropractors	
rheumatologists	
orthopaedic	surgeons	
other	paramedical	therapists	

HCP	beliefs	about	back	pain	are	associated	with	the	beliefs	of	their	
paCents	

HCPs	with	a	biomedical	orientaCon	or	elevated	fear	avoidance	
beliefs	are	more	likely	to	advise	paCents	to	limit	work	and	physical	
acCviCes,	and	are	less	likely	to	adhere	to	treatment	guidelines	



Gaps in the evidence

What	we	know	
Clinicians	do	not	implement		
current	guidelines	
	
Their	beliefs	impact	on	their		
clinical	decisions	

What	we	need	to	know	
How	much	does	this	effect		
paCents’	outcomes?	
	
What	are	the	training	needs?	
	
How	best	to	fill	these	needs?	



EffecCve	Reassurance	

• MenConed	in	most	guidelines,	especially	relevant	at	early	
stages	

•  Hard	to	do,	in	the	context	of	uncertainty	about	aeCology,	
prognosis	and	even	intervenCon.	

•  Extremely	poorly	researched	





SystemaCc	review	

•  ProspecCve	cohorts	
• Measured	consultaCon	behaviours	
•  In	relaCon	to	paCent	short	term	/	follow	up	outcomes	
•  Primary	Care	
•  CondiCons	associated	with	uncertainty	

•  LBP,	fybromyalgia,	IBS,	CFS	etc…	
	



Coded	in	line	with	affecCve	/	cogniCve	reassurance	hypothesis	

								AffecCve	reassurance	

•  I	can	see	that	you’ve	been	
suffering	

•  I	am	really	listening	
•  I	really	understand	
•  I	really	care	
•  You	can	rely	on	me	to	help	
•  I	know	what	I’m	talking	
about	

•  It’s	going	to	be	alright	

					CogniCve	reassurance	
• Here	is	an	explanaGon	
which	I	think	fits	what	
you’ve	described	

• Here	is	what	I	propose	
we	do	

• Here	is	what	I	think	
might	happen	in	the	
future	

• Here	is	what	you	can	do	
about	it	



Findings	

							CogniCve	reassurance	

•  associaGon	with	
immediate	outcomes	–	
increased	saGsfacGon,	
enablement	and	reduced	
concerns	

•  associaGon	with	
improvement	of	
symptoms	at	follow	up.	

•  associaGon	with	lower	
health	care	uGlisaGon.	

						AffecCve	reassurance	

•  Immediate	outcomes:	
Mixed:	

•  Higher	saGsfacGon		
•  increased	worry	

•  Follow	up	outcomes:	
•  5	studies	(high	quality)	
affecGve	reassurance	
associated	with	higher	
symptom	burden/	less	
improvement	



Pause	for	thought	

•  Are	we	simply	bad	at	doing	affecCve	reassurance?	
•  Are	we	providing	it	at	the	wrong	Cme	point?	
•  Could	it	have	negaCve	impact	on	paCents?	
	



In summary
•  PaGents	are	complex	systems,	in	which	
physiological,	psychological	and	social	
processes	interact	with	behaviour	

•  PracGGoners	are	complex	systems,	in	
which	physiological,	psychological	and	
social	processes	interact	with	behaviour	

	

The	communicaGon	between	the	two	is	
	carried	out	in	a	complex	system…	



Three messages to take home

• Check	your	paGent	value-led	goals	before	advising	them	to	do	things,	
especially	with	behaviours	they	might	not	like.	

• Ask	about	paGents	mood	in	relaGon	to	pain	and	pain-behaviour,	and	
respond	within	your	repertoire	of	skills.	

• Clear	explanaGons	are	probably	the	most	reassuring	intervenGon.	

	
	



Or, to simplify, you can’t duck psychology

	

	

	

	

	

	

Thank	you!	


